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Utrecht University, Utrecht, The NetherlandsABSTRACT Neurotransmission requires Ca2þ-dependent release of secretory products through fusion pores that open and
reclose (partial membrane distention) or open irreversibly (complete membrane distention). It has been challenging to distin-
guish between these release modes; however, in the work presented here, we were able to deduce different modes of depolar-
ization-evoked exocytosis in neuroendocrine chromaffin and PC12 cells solely by analyzing amperometric recordings. After we
determined the quantal size (Q), event half-width (t50), event amplitude (Ipeak), and event decay time constant (tdecay), we fitted
scatter plots of log-transformed data with a mixture of one- and two-dimensional Gaussian distributions. Our analysis revealed
three distinct and differently shaped clusters of secretory events, likely corresponding to different modes of exocytosis.
Complete membrane distention, through fusion pores of widely varying conductances, accounted for 70% of the total amount
of released catecholamine. Two different kinds of partial membrane distention (kiss-and-run and kiss-and-stay exocytosis),
characterized by mode-specific fusion pores with unitary conductances, accounted for 20% and 10%, respectively. These
results show that our novel one- and two-dimensional analysis of amperometric data reveals new release properties and enables
one to distinguish at least three different modes of exocytosis solely by analyzing amperometric recordings.INTRODUCTIONExocytosis, the merging of the cell membrane with the
membrane of a neurotransmitter-filled vesicle, is essential
for neurotransmission. Upon fusion, vesicles release their
content in the extracellular space. Exocytosis is Ca2þ-
dependent and is thought to occur by at least two mecha-
nisms (1–3). First, all vesicle content is released through
an irreversibly opened fusion pore, followed by collapse of
the vesicle and integration of its membrane into the plasma
membrane (complete membrane distention, often referred to
as full fusion). Second, release occurs through formation of
a reversible fusion pore that opens and closes again (partial
membrane distention often referred to as kiss-and-run
exocytosis). Partial membrane distention may be an adaptive
mechanism to keep up with high-frequency stimulation.
Additionally, it may aid in regulating the amount of neuro-
transmitter that is released per vesicle (quantal size (Q)),
such that the open time and/or the diameter of the fusion
pore will determine Q (3). Moreover, partial membrane
distention could enable the differential release of proteins
and classical neurotransmitters (4,5). Consequently, the
regulation of different modes of exocytosis may be critical
for neurotransmission and presynaptic plasticity (3).
For almost 20 years, investigators have used carbon-fiber
microelectrode amperometry to measure exocytosis from
single neuroendocrine cells (6). Amperometry has unparal-
leled sensitivity and time resolution, and has been success-
fully used to detect differences in the amount of
neurotransmitter secreted per vesicle or in fusion kinetics,Submitted March 19, 2010, and accepted for publication January 4, 2011.
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morphological data are inconclusive, distinct populations
of secretory events have been demonstrated by amperome-
try based on Q-values in both PC12 and chromaffin cells
(7–9). These data indicate the existence of at least two types
of secretory vesicles or two different modes of secretion.
Previous analyses of amperometric spikes indicated that
different modes of exocytosis could be reflected in several
spike characteristics, such as the spike half-width or spike
rise and decay time (10,11). Although this method offers
the possibility of identifying different types of secretory
events based on either the Q or the spike characteristics,
the use of amperometry to distinguish different modes of
exocytosis has been the subject of debate because it provides
only indirect information about the state of the fusion pore
and membrane fusion kinetics.
In recent years, researchers have developed sophisticated
techniques, including patch-amperometry (12) and optical
methods (13), to distinguish between complete and partial
membrane distention. Results from these techniques have
shown that both types of exocytosis occur in several types
of secretory cells, although the relative preponderance of
the different modes of exocytosis, as well as the apparent
regulation by calcium levels, varies among cell types and
species (12,14,15). However, a relatively simple and inex-
pensive way to distinguish these different modes of exocy-
tosis would greatly facilitate studies of presynaptic
plasticity and the function of specific proteins implicated
in exocytosis.
Complete membrane distention is often considered an all-
or-nothing event during which all content is releaseddoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.01.010
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Omiatek et al. 16)). In the case of partial membrane disten-
tion, however, vesicles release their content through a fusion
pore of restricted diameter or open-time, or both. Cell-
attached capacitance measurements indicated that the
mean fusion pore open-time during partial membrane
distention is usually in the range of tens or even hundreds
of milliseconds (12,17,18). Unless the diameter of the fusion
pore is severely restricted (4,5), it is presumed that the
kinetics do not limit the amount of catecholamine (CA)
that is released. However, very fast closure of the fusion
pore (<2.5 ms) has been observed in chromaffin cells (12)
and ventral midbrain neurons (19), suggesting that both
the fusion pore open-time and fusion pore diameter can limit
the amount of released CA. If the fusion pore open-time and/
or diameter limit secretion, one would expect the amount of
released neurotransmitter to be related to the open-time of
the reversible fusion pore, and to observe a positive correla-
tion between Q and the half-width (t50) of the amperometric
spike. Consequently, it must be possible to distinguish
between complete and partial membrane distention based
on several parameters of the amperometric events.
In this study, we investigated vesicular CA secretion in
chromaffin and PC12 cells using amperometry, data trans-
formation, and one- (1D) and two-dimensional (2D)
Gaussian mixture analysis. Our data demonstrate the exis-
tence of at least three distinct clusters of exocytotic events
that appear to be related to different modes of exocytosis:
complete membrane distention and two modes of partial
membrane distention (kiss-and-run and kiss-and-stay
exocytosis). The results further indicate that each mode of
exocytosis is characterized by mode-specific fusion pore
properties that are similar for chromaffin and PC12 cells.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture and chemicals
PC12 cells and mouse adrenal chromaffin cells were cultured as des-
cribed previously (7,20). PC12 cells were used for experiments up to 20
passages. To augment the CA synthesis, PC12 cells were differentiated
with 5 mM dexamethasone (Sigma-Aldrich, Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands)
for 3–5 days (21).FIGURE 1 (A) Example amperometric recording, low-pass-filtered at 1
kHz, showing depolarization-evoked exocytosis of a PC12 cell during
a 120 s application of 60 mM KCl-containing saline, indicated by the bar
at the top of the recording. The lower part displays part of the amperometric
recording on an expanded time and amplitude scale, illustrating the pres-
ence of S- and L-spikes as well as an SAF (arrow). Events indicated by
an asterisk were discarded on the basis of the rise time. (B) Fusion events
appear as spikes (left) and SAFs (right). Event characterization is based
on the integrated charge (Q), peak amplitude (Ipeak), the instantaneousCarbon-fiber amperometry
We performed amperometric recordings to detect depolarization-evoked
CA secretion, using 5 mm Ø ProCFE carbon-fiber electrodes (Dagan,
Minneapolis, MN), essentially as described previously (7,20,21). Because
it was previously shown that Q can increase as a result of exposure to
high-Kþ-containing saline (22), we made only one recording per culture
dish. See the Supporting Material for further details.current (Io), rise time constant (trise) calculated from 30–60% of the
peak, decay time constant (tdecay), and half-width (t50). (C) Examples of
large (L) and small (S) spikes and SAFs in PC12 (left panel) and chromaffin
(right panel) cells on an expanded time and amplitude scale. The exocytotic
events were classified according to the clustering procedures (see detailed
explanation in the Supporting Material). The depicted events all originated
very close to the detector, as evidenced by their small rise time constants.Event detection and selection
The amperometric recordings were digitally filtered at 1–2 kHz and then
scanned for exocytotic events with the sliding-scale template in Clampfit
9 (Molecular Devices, Union City, CA). Two separate templates wereused simultaneously to detect spikes and stand-alone-foot (SAF) events.
Both templates have time courses characterized by rise time constants of
~0.5 ms to detect fast rising events with high sensitivity.
Cells were accepted for analysis if the number of events was >20.
Several parameters were calculated from the detected events (Fig. 1 B),Biophysical Journal 100(4) 968–977
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cules oxidized at the carbon surface), peak amplitude (Ipeak), half-width
(t50), instantaneous current (Io), rise time constant (trise, calculated from
30–60% from peak amplitude to avoid including the prespike foot), and
decay time constant (tdecay). The trise and tdecay were both fitted with
a single exponential function.
To avoid including fusion events that occurred too far away from the de-
tecting electrode, and to guarantee complete detection of released CA, we
excluded fusion events with trise > 3 ms (see Supporting Material for
further details). In addition, we visually inspected all detected events to
avoid acceptance of overlapping events. On average, 24% of the events
were rejected, resulting in ~50 accepted exocytotic events per cell.
Data analysis and statistics
For curve-fitting of the exocytotic currents, including prespike feet (PSFs;
see Fig. S1 B, inset), we used exponential functions custommade in Clamp-
fit 9 as detailed in the Supporting Material. We used log-transformed
parameters throughout this study because many biological size distributions
follow a log-normal distribution (23), and log-transformed values are an
efficient means of comparing distributions of spike parameters (11,24–26).
We fitted the 1D distributions of the log-transformed event parameters using
functions of Origin7 software (OriginLab, Northampton, MA) to separate
different types of exocytotic events. The 2D distributions of log-trans-
formed relations between event parameters were used to separate different
clusters of events. We fitted these Gaussian distributions using the expecta-
tion-maximization (EM) algorithm (27). For each component, three fitting
options were allowed: a spherical shape (three parameters), an elliptic shape
(four parameters), and an elliptic shape with arbitrary rotation (five param-
eters). A special-purpose program with a graphical user interface was
written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) to read the data, fit
the model, and produce graphs and numerical reports. (This program is
available on request.)
Whether the 1D or 2D distributions of (log-transformed) event parame-
ters could be fitted with one, two, or three Gaussians functions was judged
on the basis of Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), which is given by
2  ln(L) þ 2  K, where L is the value of the log-likelihood and K is
the number of free parameters. The best model is indicated by the lowest
AIC value, and the difference between the AIC values obtained from the
different models, rather than the absolute values, determines the best fit.
To more clearly visualize the resulting clusters of events, we assign
different colors to the data points. Color images are made of the calculated
distributions. The value of the fit for each individual data point (i.e., the
probability that the data point belongs to a cluster) is multiplied by the
respective cluster colors. Data points that are ambiguous in the fitted cluster
separation will show an intermediate color.
Values represent the mean or median 5 standard error (SE) from the
number of cells (n) or events (N) indicated. Log-transformed data are
compared via an independent t-test, with the level of significance (p) chosen
as 0.05.
RESULTS
Spikes and SAFs
In most of the cells, depolarization evoked a burst of exocy-
tosis (Fig. 1 A). The number of events was dependent on the
extracellular Ca2þ concentration, and events were not
detected in Ca2þ-free solutions (not shown). Also, no events
were detected after the carbon fiber was moved several
micrometers away from the cell surface. After all events
with trise > 3 ms (see Fig. S1 B and ‘‘Event detection and
selection’’ section) were discarded, the amperometric data
contained spikes as well as small foot-like events (i.e.,Biophysical Journal 100(4) 968–977SAFs; Fig. 1, B and C). In both PC12 and chromaffin cells,
on average ~80% of the events were spikes and ~20% were
SAFs.
To determine whether the events originated from distinct
populations of vesicles and/or distinct modes of exocytosis,
we collected a large number of amperometric events (spikes
and SAFs) and calculated the distributions of several event
parameters for both PC12 and chromaffin cells. Spikes (de-
tected either by template matching or by threshold crossing)
are relatively short-duration events with peak amplitudes
exceeding ~2 pA. SAFs are small plateau-like events of
only a few pA that presumably originate from the (fast)
opening of a restricted (diameter) fusion pore without the
final dilating step. After a variable time (usually tens of
milliseconds), the steady current (slowly) declines to the
baseline (cf. Fig. 1, B and C). Because SAFs have a low
amplitude, they have been largely ignored in most studies.
Note, however, that the onset of these fusion events is fast,
with a median trise of 0.9 ms and 1.4 ms for PC12 and chro-
maffin cells, respectively. Therefore, the trise-values of these
small events are similar to those of the spikes, and thus arise
close to the detecting carbon fiber.1D Gaussian mixture analysis of spikes
Fig. 2 shows the distributions of the log-transformed values
of Q (A), Ipeak (B), tdecay (C), and t50 (D) from pooled amper-
ometric spikes of 17 PC12 cells (left) and 18 chromaffin
cells (right). The distributions of Q are best fitted by the
sum of two Gaussians. Moreover, except for the distribution
of log t50-values for PC12 cells (Fig. 2 D, left), all distribu-
tions, for both PC12 and chromaffin cells, are broad and best
fitted with the sum of two Gaussians (as evidenced by the
lower AIC and higher correlation coefficient than that
obtained for a single Gaussian fit; see Table S2 for AIC
values). The median values of the distinct populations are
provided in Table 1.
Fig. 2 A indicates that there are two distinct populations
of large (QL) and small (QS) quanta in both PC12 and chro-
maffin cells. This result is similar to our previous finding
from an analysis of single-cell distributions (7), indicating
that the two components in the distribution do not arise
from pooling of the data. A similar distinction between large
and small quanta is also evident from the bimodal distribu-
tion of log Ipeak (Fig. 2 B). Note that log Q (Fig. 2 A) is
clearly shifted to larger values for chromaffin cells, although
the range of spike amplitudes (Fig. 2 B) is rather comparable
for PC12 and chromaffin cells. Distinct populations were
also observed for the log-transformed distributions of tdecay
(Fig. 2 C). Although the distribution of t50 is bimodal for
chromaffin cells, this distribution is best described with
a single Gaussian function in PC12 cells (Fig. 2 D),
implying that the putative spike populations in PC12 cells
have similar durations. Linear regression (not shown) indi-
cated a strong positive correlation between Q and Ipeak,
FIGURE 2 Distributions of spike parameters (depicted as gray columns)
are number densities normalized on the maximum value. The solid lines
represent the Gaussian functions fitted to the data, and the dashed line is
the sum of the two functions. The best fit is obtained on the basis of the
lowest AIC (see Table S2 for AIC values). Distributions of log Q (A), log
Ipeak (B), log tdecay (C), and log t50 (D) are based on pooled data from 17
PC12 cells (544 events; left) and 18 chromaffin cells (560 events; right).
FIGURE 3 Distributions of SAF parameters of PC12 and chromaffin
cells. Distributions (depicted as gray columns) are number densities
normalized on the maximum value. The solid lines represent the single
Gaussian functions fitted to the data (see Table S2 for AIC values). Distri-
butions are based on pooled data from 17 PC12 cells (174 events; left) and
18 chromaffin cells (147 events; right).
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Ipeak and tdecay.
These combined results indicate that in PC12 and chro-
maffin cells, a population of large (Ipeak as well as Q) and
rapidly decaying L-spikes coexists with a population of
small (Ipeak as well as Q) and slower-decaying S-spikes,
although both the L- and S-spikes originate close to the
detector.
1D Gaussian mixture analysis of SAFs
Fig. 3 depicts the distributions of the log-transformed values
of Q (A), Ipeak (B), tdecay (C), and t50 (D) from SAFs of PC12
and chromaffin cells. For both cell types, the distributionsTABLE 1 Median values of the S-, L-, and SAF-event
populations depicted in Figs. 2 and 3
Q (fC) Ipeak (pA) tdecay (ms) t50 (ms)
PC12 S 25 4.5 5.7 3.0
L 86 17 2.7 3.0
SAF 18 1.5 8.0 12
Chromaffin S 74 4.5 19.7 7.7
L 465 20 5.5 3.2
SAF 51 1.0 26.0 30can be fitted reasonably with a single Gaussian (see Table 1
for median values and Table S2 for AIC values). Therefore,
in contrast to the spikes, the data indicate that there is only
a single population of SAFs. These SAFs have a smaller Q
and event duration, and decay faster in PC12 cells compared
with chromaffin cells, whereas Ipeak is comparable. It should
be noted that SAFs, similar to spikes, originate close to the
detector, as evidenced by their small trise.
Of interest, the SAFs (see Table 1 for median values) are
different from the PSFs, the plateau-like currents that
frequently precede the spike phase of the secretory events
and reflect the opening of a fusion pore just before further
expansion. These PSFs are observed in ~70% of L-spikes
but in only 10% of the S-spikes, in agreement with previous
data (28) demonstrating that ~50% of the events with a large
Q (i.e., L-events) have a PSF, whereas the occurrence of
a PSF is near zero for events with a small Q (i.e., S-events).
The median PSF duration in PC12 cells (6.2 ms) is signifi-
cantly smaller than in chromaffin cells (8.7 ms; p < 0.001).
However, their peak amplitudes are not significantly
different, amounting to 5.7 pA in PC12 and 5.0 pA in chro-
maffin cells. Also, the median trise-values of the PSFs are
not significantly different (3.9 and 2.9 ms for PC12 and
chromaffin cells, respectively). Despite this relatively largeBiophysical Journal 100(4) 968–977
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that follow the PSF phase have small trise of ~0.4 ms.
This supports the view that in PC12 and chromaffin cells
the PSF arises from the relatively slow formation of a not-
yet-dilated fusion pore, which differs from the SAFs that
appear to arise from fast formation of a nondilated fusion
pore. The almost nonoverlapping distributions of the SAF
and PSF amplitudes and kinetics suggest that these events
derive from different underlying processes, and indicate
the existence of different populations of fusion pores.FIGURE 4 2D Gaussian mixture analysis of the relations between event
parameters of PC12 and chromaffin cells (spikes and SAFs): log Q vs. log
Ipeak (A), log Ipeak vs. log tdecay (B), and log Q vs. log t50 (C). The scatter
plots contain the pooled data from 17 PC12 cells (689 events; left) and
18 chromaffin cells (707 events; right). Three 2D Gaussian distributions
(denoted by L, S, and SAF) were fitted to the data, yielding the different
cluster centers (center ordinate, center abscissa). Solid lines represent the
variance of the clusters. Correlation coefficients were calculated from the
fit. Linear regression of the fitted clusters yields the slope of the cluster.
For all scatter plots, the best fit is obtained on the basis of the lowest
AIC (AIC3 Gausians < AIC2 Gaussian); see Table S3 for AIC values. SAFs
contribute ~20% of the total number of events. See Table 2 for center
values, slopes, and correlation coefficients of the different clusters.2D Gaussian mixture analysis of spikes and SAFs
To further investigate the presence of different event clusters
and their properties, we analyzed the relations between
event parameters by 2D Gaussian mixture analysis (see
Supporting Material). For both spikes and SAFs, scatter
plots of log Q versus log Ipeak (Fig. 4 A), log Ipeak versus
log tdecay (Fig. 4 B), and log Q versus log t50 (Fig. 4 C)
were fitted with mixtures of 2D Gaussian functions. These
fittings revealed the presence of three distinct event clusters:
L- and S-spikes and SAFs (Fig. 4; see Table S3 for AIC
values). Similar results were obtained from the separate
fittings of the event relations from the spikes, revealing
the S- and L-clusters (Fig. S2), and from the SAFs, yielding
a single cluster of SAF events (Fig. S3).
Clusters identified in PC12 cells are remarkable similar to
chromaffin cells. Each fitted cluster is assigned a Gaussian
with its median in the center of the cluster and with a stan-
dard deviation that measures the spread of the cluster. The
median center values of the clusters are given in Table 2.
Of importance, the centers obtained from the 2D mixture
analyses correspond well (by a factor of <2) with the
median values from the 1D distributions of these spike
parameters (Figs. 2 and 3). The same three clusters were
also obtained when only the first 10 or last 10 events per
cell were analyzed (Fig. S4), which indicates that the
distinct clustering was not due to changes in Q or t50 over
time. Although it is probably more likely that pooling of
the data would obscure the different clusters, data from indi-
vidual cells were also analyzed to exclude the possibility
that the clustering was due to pooling data of several cells.
Analysis of data from individual cells revealed similar clus-
ters (Fig. S5), although the clusters were sometimes incom-
plete due to the relatively small number of events per cell.
Plotting log Q as a function of log Ipeak (Fig. 4 A) indi-
cates that Q and Ipeak are directly proportional for S- and
L-events as well as for SAFs. In both types of cells, SAFs
contributed ~20% to the total number of events, whereas
L- and S-events contributed ~45% and 35%, respectively.
For both PC12 and chromaffin cells, the Q of S-spikes is
significantly smaller than that of L-spikes, but larger than
that of SAFs (p < 0.0001). Similarly, the Ipeak of S-spikes
is significantly smaller than that of L-spikes, but larger
than that of SAFs (p < 0.0001; see Table 2). The medianBiophysical Journal 100(4) 968–977peak amplitudes of S-events and SAFs of PC12 and chro-
maffin cells are remarkably similar, although in the latter,
the mean Q for S-events and SAFs is ~2–3 times larger.
From the position of the clusters along the abscissa, it
follows that the separation between the S- and L-clusters
lies around 15 pA, i.e., events with peaks > 15 pA are
predominantly L-events in both types of cells.
When log Ipeak is plotted as a function of log tdecay
(Fig. 4 B), an approximately inversely proportional relation
between Ipeak and tdecay is found for L-events, indicating
TABLE 2 Median values of S, L, and SAF clusters based on three 2DGaussian functions depicted in Fig. 4 for (A) Log Q-log Ipeak, (B)
Log Ipeak-log tdecay, and (C) Log Q-log t50
(A) Log Q - log Ipeak
S L SAF
mcv sl/r mcv sl/r mcv sl/r
PC12 32.6fC-5.9pA 1/0.89 104.9fC-23.1pA 1/0.71 17.6fC–1.0pA 1.7/0.64
Chromaffin 60.0fC-7.0pA 1/0.87 396.4fC-44.3pA 1/0.58 51.3fC–1.1pA 1.4/0.31
(B) Log Ipeak - log tdecay
PC12 5.0pA–5.2ms 1.6/0.34 20.3pA–3.0ms 1.0/0.53 1.0pA–5.5ms 0.04/0.11
Chromaffin 5.2pA–9.3ms 0.14/0.04 36.3pA–5.2ms 1.3/0.44 1.0pA–25.1ms 0.19/0.25
(C) Log Q  log t50
PC12 25.0fC–2.9ms 1/0.55 85.6fC–3.0ms spherical/<0.2 16.7fC–10.9ms 1/0.75
Chromaffin 46.6fC–5.5ms 1/0.59 304.6fC–5.6ms spherical/<0.2 51.2fC–32.3ms 1/0.65
Values correspond to the median center values (mcv; left) and slopes (sl) and correlation coefficient (r; right) of the different event clusters in PC12 and
chromaffin cells.
Three Distinct Modes of Exocytosis 973that a large L-spike will thus decay faster than a smaller L-
spike. For S-events and SAFs, Ipeak and tdecay are hardly
correlated (r% 0.3). For both cell types, the Ipeak of S-spikes
is significantly smaller than that of L-spikes, but larger than
that of SAFs (p < 0.0001). The median tdecay of S-spikes is
significantly larger than that of L-spikes, but smaller than
that of SAFs (p < 0.0001; see Table 2).
The relation between log Q and log t50 is plotted in
Fig. 4 C. For L-events, log Q and log t50 are hardly corre-
lated (r < 0.2), indicating that Q and the half-width are
not (or are only weakly) related. The Q-values of the
S-spikes and SAFs are approximately proportional to t50.
The median Q of S-spikes is significantly smaller than
that of L-spikes (p < 0.0001). In PC12 cells, the Q of
SAFs is even smaller than that of S-spikes (p < 0.0001),
whereas in chromaffin cells the SAFs and S-spikes have
a comparable Q. The median t50 of S- and L-spikes are
very similar, though much smaller than that of SAFs (p <
0.0001; see Table 2).
The center values of Ipeak of the different clusters found in
the log Q-log Ipeak scatter plots (Fig. 4 A) correspond well
with the centers obtained from the clusters found in the
log Ipeak-log tdecay plot (Fig. 4 B). Similarly, the center
values found in the log Q-log Ipeak scatter plots (Fig. 4 A)
correspond well with the centers obtained from the clusters
found in the log Q-log t50 plot (Fig. 4 C). This indicates that
from fitting the log Q-log Ipeak, log Ipeak-log tdecay or log
Q-log t50 the same clusters of L-, S- and SAF-events are
identified. This strongly supports the view that in both
PC12 and chromaffin cells a distinct population of L-spikes
(large Q and Ipeak, small tdecay) coexists with distinct popu-
lations of S-spikes (small Q and Ipeak, large tdecay) and SAFs
(very small Q, small Ipeak, very large tdecay and t50), which
can be separated by a quantitative event analysis. These
clusters differ not only in Q, Ipeak, and decay kinetics but
also in their relation between Ipeak and tdecay, and between
Q and t50. In our view, the different relations between the
parameters of the different event clusters reflect different
modes of exocytosis (see Discussion).In contrast to L-events, SAF- and S-events are
characterized by unitary currents
A linear relation between Q and t50 is expected for secretory
vesicles that contain similar concentrations of free CA and
empty through restricted (open-time or duration) fusion
pores of unitary conductance (Eq. 1) (29,30). To estimate
the conductance of the open fusion pore, we estimated the
current Io that would flow if the dilated fusion pore were
to open instantaneously (cf. Fig. 1 B). This new parameter
is uncontaminated by changes in the free intra- and extrave-
sicular CA concentrations, because directly after the actual
opening of the fusion pore, [CA] drops from its initial value
([CA]o). The magnitude of Io is determined only by the
conductance of the dilated fusion pore and [CA]o at the
moment of fusion pore opening (29). For SAFs, the param-
eter Io is identical to their Ipeak. Fig. 5 shows the obtained Io
distributions for the L-, S-, and SAF-events, and reveals
remarkably similar results for PC12 cells (Fig. 5 A) and
chromaffin cells (Fig. 5 B). The Io distribution of L-events
is extremely broad, ranging from 10 to >100 pA, whereas
the S- and SAF-events exhibit almost nonoverlapping distri-
butions centered around 10 and 2 pA, respectively. The wide
distribution of the Io-values of the L-events indicates that
either the dilated fusion pores have widely varying conduc-
tances or [CA]o varies strongly between vesicles, or both.
However, experimental data suggest that [CA]o is tightly
regulated (31–33), and therefore it is more probable that
the conductance of these fusion pores varies largely. Like-
wise, the (restricted) fusion pores underlying the S- and
SAF-events have unitary conductances.DISCUSSION
Previous studies have revealed different modes of exocy-
tosis with the use of sophisticated techniques (12–14).
However, the results presented here demonstrate that
one can distinguish different modes of exocytosis solely
by analyzing amperometric recordings. From theseBiophysical Journal 100(4) 968–977
FIGURE 5 Normalized distribution of log-transformed instantaneous
currents Io underlying SAF-, S-, and L-events in PC12 (A) and chromaffin
(B) cells. The instantaneous currents Io were obtained from events of Fig. 4
A, classified in the indicated clusters. The magnitude of Io is given by
a modification of Eq. 4 in Almers et al. (29): Io ¼ neFrD[CA]og, where
ne is the number of electrons in the electrochemical oxidation of one CA
molecule, F is Faraday’s constant, r is the resistivity of the pore lumen,
D is the diffusion coefficient, and [CA]o is the intravesicular free CA
concentration before the fusion pore, with conductance g, opens. (C)
Diagrammatic summary of different modes of exocytosis by SAF-, S-,
and L-vesicles. SAF-vesicles show kiss-and-stay exocytosis by restricted
fusion pores of very small unitary currents (Io ~ 2 pA). S-vesicles perform
kiss-and-run exocytosis through dilated fusion pores of unitary currents
(Io ~ 10 pA) that reclose very rapidly, whereas L-vesicles exhibit complete
secretion through dilated fusion pores with largely varying currents
(Io ~ 10  >100 pA).
974 van Kempen et al.amperometric recordings, we were able to visualize three
distinct populations of secretory events in intact neuroendo-
crine chromaffin and PC12 cells using 1D and 2D distribu-
tions of event characteristics. These distinct 1D and 2D
distributions and their different shapes of event clustersBiophysical Journal 100(4) 968–977indicate that the distinct populations likely correspond to
separate modes of exocytosis, possibly representing distinct
populations of secretory vesicles. It is clear that in chro-
maffin cells, as compared with PC12 cells, the event clusters
are shifted to larger half-widths and to larger released quan-
tities, evidently related to slower kinetics and larger vesi-
cles. The shapes of the distinct populations of secretory
events, however, are remarkably comparable between
PC12 and chromaffin cells (Figs. 2–5).
The 1D distributions of event parameters (Q, Ipeak, tdecay,
and t50) clearly indicate the presence of at least two popula-
tions of secretory spikes (Fig. 2) as well as a single popula-
tion of low-amplitude SAFs (Fig. 3). These three
populations of secretory events are also clearly distinguish-
able in the 2D Gaussian mixture analysis (Fig. 4), further
supporting the existence of distinct populations of secretory
events in both PC12 and chromaffin cells. Of note, the
center values obtained from the 2D mixture analysis are
also comparable (deviating by a factor of <2) to the median
values obtained from the 1D distributions, and thus repre-
sent the same populations (Tables 1 and 2). It is essential
to point out that the 2D analyses of events from single cells
revealed similar but sometimes incomplete clusters of
events (Fig. S6), demonstrating that clustering did not orig-
inate from pooling events from different cells.
It is important to note that the measured amperometric L-,
S-, and SAF-events originate close to the detector. This is
strongly supported by their small rise time constants. Select-
ing for fast rise times (trise < 3 ms) is regarded as an accu-
rate way to estimate charge, because mainly events from
near sites are included (34). Consequently, it is unlikely
that event kinetics will be contaminated by events that
partially escape complete oxidation of the released CA
due to fusion at a site relatively far from the electrode
(34). Using a trise > 3 ms as the only exclusion criterion
likely adds to the observed contrast of the different distribu-
tions. Of note, selection on the basis of the event amplitude
(e.g., an amplitude threshold of 5 pA, as is often used) is not
satisfactory because it excludes all low-amplitude SAFs as
well as a considerable fraction of S-events. Another factor
that likely contributes to the clearly distinguishable distribu-
tions is the use of log-transformed values, which was previ-
ously shown to be an efficient way to compare distributions
of spike parameters (11,24). Moreover, in our analysis,
SAFs were separated from the spike-like S- and L-events,
whereas SAFs may have been included occasionally in
previous distributions because SAFs and S-events have
rather comparable Q- and Ipeak-values. Inclusion of SAFs
could cause a broader distribution in the low-Q range and
make it more difficult to distinguish the different distribu-
tions. In addition, using only events recorded during the first
depolarization may increase contrast. The largest contrast is
achieved by using 2D distributions of log-transformed spike
parameters instead of 1D distributions of nontransformed
values.
Three Distinct Modes of Exocytosis 975The observed event populations differ in several aspects,
and it is likely that these different populations differ in
fusion (pore) properties and may even represent distinct
populations of vesicles. Although the t50-values of L- and
S-events are rather comparable, L-events have a large Q
and Ipeak and a small tdecay, whereas S-events have a small
Q and Ipeak and a large tdecay. SAFs have a small Q and
a very small Ipeak, although t50 and tdecay are very large.
For L-, S-, and SAF-events, the amount of CA released
(Q) is proportional to their peak value (Ipeak). Of impor-
tance, the event populations differ prominently in their
Ipeak-tdecay and Q-t50 relations. Ipeak is inversely proportional
to tdecay for L-events, but is essentially unrelated to tdecay for
S- and SAF-events. Q and t50 are unrelated in L-events but
are proportional for both S-events and SAFs (Fig. 4).
The three event clusters release CAs at very different
rates (Ipeak), which are either inversely related to or unre-
lated to tdecay (Fig. 4 B). The presence or absence of an
inverse relation between Ipeak and tdecay (Fig. 4 B) can
simply be related to different properties of the fusion pore.
For a vesicle with volume V, where all CA is in free solution
and the fusion pore opens instantly with a conductance g,
the decay time constant of release is given by:
tdecay ¼ V
rDg
(1)
where r represents the resistivity of the fusion pore lumen
and D represents the diffusion coefficient (29). Thus, tdecay
is independent of [CA] and is determined only by the vesicle
volume V and pore conductance g, irrespective of whether
the vesicle is completely or partially filled. Equation 1
predicts an inverse relation between tdecay and fusion pore
conductance g. If pores that form during fusion exhibit
widely varying conductances, an inverse relation between
Ipeak and tdecay can thus be expected for L-events. On the
other hand, if the pore conductance is not variable but
exhibits more or less unitary properties, such a relation
will be absent for S- and SAF-events (Fig. 4 B).
In a recent study, Omiatek et al. (16) reported that vesicles
release on average only ~40% of their total neurotransmitter
content, and that complete membrane distention is
uncommon. However, it seems reasonable to assume that
during complete membrane distention (L-events), all intra-
vesicular CAs will be released independently of the duration
of this catastrophic event. The apparent absence of complete
secretion of all intravesicular CAs noted by Omiatek et al.
(16) may indicate that their recording or culture conditions
favored partial membrane distention. The large variations in
the fusion pore conductance underlying L-events (Fig. 5)
may originate from dilation of narrow and wide fusion pores
during the catastrophic process of complete membrane
distention. These L-events, which under our conditions
represent ~40% of the fusion events, are characterized by a
very poor correlation between log Q and log t50 (Fig. 4 C),suggesting a complete release of vesicular content during
complete membrane distention.
In our view, however, S- and SAF-events show putative
characteristics of partial membrane distention with a restrict-
ing fusion pore. When the fusion pore acts as a limiting
factor (restricted open-time and/or diameter), we would
expect the amount of released CA to be related to the
open-time of the unitary conducting fusion pore. Conse-
quently, the longer the fusion pore stays open, the more
CAwill be released, and Q would be expected to be propor-
tional to t50 if the fusion pore closes before the vesicle is
completely emptied (35). Moreover, complete release
through fusion pores with unitary conductances would
also result in such dependence (30). The observed relations
between Q and t50 for both the S- and SAF-vesicle popula-
tions (Fig. 4), as well as their unitary conductances (Fig. 5),
are consistent with these predictions.
Although we observed similarities between S- and SAF-
events, we also observed several differences. The main
differences were the long duration and very slow decay of
the SAFs, and the very low value of Io for SAFs. The narrow
distribution of Io-values for S-events and SAFs (Fig. 5) indi-
cates the existence of pores with unitary conductances,
probably representing molecular structures with fixed pore
diameters. The instantaneous currents Io of S-events are
clearly larger than those of SAFs and even overlap with
those of L-events. Given that log Q and log t50 are unrelated
in L-events, it is unlikely that the diameter of these fusion
pores is limiting the amount of CA secreted. Yet, for
S-events, a positive correlation between log Q and log t50
is evident. If the fusion pore diameter is not restricting,
then the most likely limiting factor is the open-time of the
fusion pore. This is in line with reports of very fast closure
(<2.5 ms) of the fusion pore in chromaffin cells (12,36) and
ventral midbrain neurons (19).
On the other hand, considering the slow time course of
their decay, it is rather unlikely that SAFs are compatible
with a fast mode of partial membrane distention. It is
more likely that SAFs secrete their content through a very
low conducting pore (5) of constant magnitude that stays
open for a long duration (12,17,18), slowly clearing the
vesicle (kiss-and-stay). Because the speed of release is
very limited for these SAF-events, the large, dense core of
the vesicle most likely acts as a CA reservoir that keeps
the free intravesicular [CA] constant during the steady-state
phase of the events. Amperometric recordings from dia-
lyzed, whole-cell, patch-clamped chromaffin cells revealed
SAFs with a similar slow decay (36).
The picture that thus emerges is one of vesicles under-
going complete membrane distention and exhibiting fusion
pores with widely varying conductances (L), in contrast to
vesicles undergoing partial membrane distention and form-
ing fusion pores with relatively unitary conductances (S and
SAF; Fig. 5, inset). The positive correlation between log Q
and log t50 indicates that fusion pore characteristics restrictBiophysical Journal 100(4) 968–977
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time of the fusion pore restricts S-events (kiss-and-run),
whereas SAFs are restricted by the very low conductance
of the fusion pore (kiss-and-stay).
Although S-events occur as frequently as L-events during
depolarization-evoked exocytosis, the latter contribute for
the most part to the amount of CA released in both types
of neuroendocrine cells. In both chromaffin and PC12 cells,
complete membrane distention, kiss-and-run, and kiss-and-
stay contribute on average ~70%, ~20%, and ~10%, respec-
tively, to the total amount of released CA.
It is widely accepted that there are two modes of exocy-
tosis, which are usually referred to as full fusion (complete
membrane distention) and kiss-and-run exocytosis (partial
membrane distention). The occurrence of SAFs is usually
attributed to kiss-and-run exocytosis. However, our data
suggest that the form of partial membrane distention associ-
ated with SAFs is a rather slow mode of exocytosis that may
more accurately be referred to as kiss-and-stay, whereas the
spike-like S-events, which most likely reflect a very rapid
mode of partial membrane distention, could be referred to
as true kiss-and-run events.
The occurrence of different modes of exocytosis appears
to be at least partly regulated by the level of intracellular
Ca2þ a vesicle experiences (12,14), by protein phosphoryla-
tion (10), and by the molecular composition of the release
sites and/or vesicle-specific properties (9). Previous imaging
experiments suggested the existence of different modes of
exocytosis characterized by different-sized fusion pores,
with the smallest having a very restricted pore diameter
(37). Moreover, Vardjan et al. (5) proposed three different
types of fusion pores with diameters of 0.5 nm, 1 nm, and
>3 nm, respectively. Of note, Albillos et al. (32) suggested
that a vesicle with a fusion pore < 3 nm likely retains its
dense core.
Because Ipeak reflects the CA concentration at postsyn-
aptic target receptors, it is tempting to speculate that the
almost rectangular-shaped, low-amplitude, long-duration
SAF-events, which likely retain their dense core, have a neu-
romodulatory role, whereas the spike-like S- and L-events
allow for quantal neurotransmission. Switching between the
different modes of exocytosis would provide an appealing
mechanism for modulating Q and presynaptic plasticity.
The ability to easily distinguish between the different modes
of exocytosis by analyzing amperometric recordings would
strongly facilitate the search for the precise underlying
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